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 PAT: Mathematics
2023 Overview

At Rangahau Mātauranga o Aotearoa / New Zealand Council for Educational Research, we are making some
changes to our Progressive Achievement Tests (PATs). With a comprehensive refresh of these assessments
underway, we are excited to begin bringing you new-look PATs in 2023 - beginning with Mathematics. 

Why are we changing our PATs? 

What's changing with PAT: Mathematics? 
From Term 1 2023, schools will be able to use a new refreshed, digital only,
version of PAT Mathematics (PAT: Mathematics Refreshed) as well as the
standard PAT: Mathematics.
The paper and digital assessments for the standard PAT: Mathematics
(including Supplementary) will remain available for 2023, before being
replaced by the refreshed material in 2024.
PAT: Mathematics Refreshed provides the same reporting in NZCER Assist as
the standard PAT: Mathematics and results on the standard and refreshed
reports can be compared. 
From term 1, 2023 the Adaptive assessment will include the new refreshed
items (Tests 1-8), existing online only items (interactive), and most items from
our supplementary tests.

NZCER regularly reviews and evaluates all of its assessments, and we have committed to making our PATs more representative of
the languages, cultures and identities of all ākonga, particularly tamariki Māori.
We conducted a comprehensive evaluation of the existing content and ran a pilot with many Aotearoa schools to positive feedback
about the refreshed content and design. 
We want PATs to continue to align with The New Zealand Curriculum - regular updates backed by robust evidence are the best way
to do this consistently. 

What do you need to do? 
When you plan your assessment activity for 2023, you can choose between Standard or Refreshed PAT: Mathematics (1-8).
If you use our Adaptive assessment you don't need to do anything differently.
If you are planning paper-based assessment and data entry in NZCER Assist, you will need to use our Standard PAT: Mathematics
in 2023.
Please review the information about our updated content.  

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact our Assessment Services team. 

mailto:assessmentservices@nzcer.org.nz
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PAT: Mathematics helps teachers determine ākonga achievement levels in their knowledge, skills 
and understanding of mathematics in the New Zealand curriculum and targets the big ideas ākonga need to
understand in order to make progress. Suitable for Years 3-10.

Purpose of the assessment

Supplementary tests

Available as online or
paper-based tests

Varies per test and answer booklet -
please refer to NZCER site

Email:

assessmentservices@nzcer.org.nz 

Or call us on (04) 802 1630

As with all NZCER assessments, PAT:
Mathematics tests can be purchased as
paper tests, or you can sign up 
to administer online tests. Whether you
do them on paper or online, we can
provide you with a wide range of useful
analysis reports as part of your NZCER
subscription.

PAT subscription: $300 per school 
Subject subscription: $30 each
Online test: $2.30 per student 

Print Pricing

For questions or advice

Digital Pricing

Diagnostic reports allow for formative as well as summative reporting. 
Scale scores enable ākonga achievement levels to be tracked from year to
year. 
Diagnostic reports are provided in the teacher manual. 
The tests can be used at any time between February and November each year. 
Tests can be used at two or more year levels. 
The tests can be administered online or as reusable booklets with separate
answer sheets. 
Multiple tests allow progress to be tracked over time. Teachers can choose the
test that best suits ākonga needs. 
 Ākonga results end up on the same scale no matter which test they sit. This
allows for accurate school-wide and/or kāhui ako-wide reporting for strategic
goal setting and planning. 
Kāhui ako/multi-school analysis reporting for trends, patterns and shifts using
ethnicity, gender and year level filters for targeted improvement in teaching
and learning. 

NZCER’s Education Advisors can provide support and challenge for how to use the 
results to define or address the problem for improvement. 

In 2015 we added six
more assessments to the
PAT: Mathematics range.
These offer more options

about who, when, and
why you test. The

supplementary tests
allow teachers to use 

Features and benefits

PAT: Mathematics at different times of the
year or at different difficulty levels without
having to repeat a previously administered

assessment. 
.

These fit in between the existing PAT:
Mathematics tests. They are each targeted

at a particular difficulty range and
complement an existing test. 

Purchasing the supplementary tests gives 
your school more choice. and flexibility in

its assessments.
 

This assessment reflects progressions of learning in the New Zealand 
mathematics curriculum. It tests number knowledge, number strategies,
algebra, geometry, measurement, and statistics.
Specifically levelled questions on important mathematical content allow
insight for teachers about their students’ needs. 
Accurate, relevant information to improve teaching and learning.

https://www.nzcer.org.nz/tests/shop-paper-tests
mailto:education.advisers@nzcer.org.nz
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Benefits and features

Purpose of the assessment PAT: Mathematics - Standard vs Refreshed

PAT: Mathematics Refreshed contains all the features and
benefits of our Standard and Supplementary assessments in one
package.

From Term 1 2023, NZCER is offering a refreshed set of PAT:
Mathematics assessments through NZCER Assist. 

These have been redesigned and the test content reviewed with
an explicit equity focus, ensuring that the languages, cultures and
identities of ākonga are better represented in the assessment
material.  

The refreshed content continues to target the big ideas ākonga
need to know and understand in order to make progress through
the curriculum and has all the same features and benefits as our
previous assessments.  

Currently, PAT: Mathematics Refreshed will be available in a
digital format only in 2023. Previous versions of PAT
Mathematics will remain supported for 2023, with a view to only
the refreshed assessment being available from 2024 onwards in
both online and paper-based format.  

Many questions, designs and
content redesigned for a
more equitable presentation
of assessment, particularly
for tamariki Māori.

Can be augmented with PAT:
Mathematics
Supplementary, or used on
its own.

Digital and paper tests
available in 2023, moving
to Refreshed only in 2024.

Robustly designed, piloted,
assessed and reviewed.

The same assessment
content and designs as in
recent years.

Refreshed Standard

PAT: Mathematics Refreshed is a reviewed and redesigned maths assessment for Years 4-10. Taking the place of
standard PAT: Mathematics, its explicit equity focus ensures all ākonga are better-represented in assessments.

PAT: Mathematics Refreshed

Robustly designed, piloted,
assessed and reviewed.

Encompasses content
equivalent to PAT:
Mathematics Standard and
Supplementary.

Digital only for 2023, with
a view to paper tests in
2024.

How to access PAT: Mathematics Refreshed

Like all other PAT assessments, PAT: Mathematics Refreshed is
available through our NZCER Assist platform. 
Schools subscribe to NZCER Assist and specific subject areas,
before purchasing tests for individual students. They then can
administer tests digitally or on paper, and gain access to our
comprehensive reporting on student achievement. 

To find out more, contact our Assessment Services team.

PAT: Mathematics Refreshed pricing
NZCER Assist annual PAT subscription: $300 per school 
Per subject subscription: $30 per subject 
Digital test purchase: $2.30 per student 

mailto:assessmentservices@nzcer.org.nz
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Benefits of the assessment

Purpose of the assessment Key features of adaptive test and static tests
PAT: Mathematics Adaptive provides a personalised experience
with individual learning pathways. It accurately assesses a
student during the test by continuously adapting to give them
questions that best fit their overall level of achievement. 

The student is given an initial question at their year level. If they 
get it right, they’re given a harder question. If they get it wrong, 
they’re given an easier question. It is not helpful from a teaching
or learning point of view to always get everything right in a test.
But getting everything wrong is equally unhelpful. PAT:
Mathematics Adaptive means everyone gets the test that is right
for them.

Our PAT: Mathematics Adaptive assessment also benefits from
the refreshed content. From term 1, 2023 the Adaptive
assessment will include the new refreshed items (Tests 1-8),
existing online only items (interactive), and many/most/the 'best'
items from our supplementary tests.

Each ākonga gets their own
mix of questions targeted 
at their achievement level.
Detailed individual level
reporting but no group item
level reporting.

The tests include a variety 
of question types—such as 
multiple choice, hot spot, 
drag and drop, and sorting 
questions.

Ākonga need to answer each 
question before they can go 
on to the next question.

Ākonga cannot change 
an answer once they have 
answered a question and 
pressed ‘Next’.

Only multiple choice
questions are used.

Ākonga can return to a
question and change their
answers.

Ākonga can omit a question
and come back to it later.

All ākonga in the group
respond to the same
questions. This supports item
level reporting.

Adaptive test Static test

PAT: Mathematics Adaptive gives students a personalised test experience that helps teachers accurately
pinpoint student achievement in the knowledge, skills, and understanding of Mathematics in the New Zealand
Curriculum.

PAT: Mathematics Adaptive

Assessment that is truly personalised for each individual
ākonga
Reporting at the individual level
Results from assessments compare ākonga achievements to
national norms
Reporting and measurement on the same scale as PAT:
Mathematics
More precise information about how an ākonga is tracking and
achieving, with data that can be explored in far greater depth.
A more supportive experience for ākonga.

PAT: Mathematics Adaptive provides:


